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"M" IN FORM STANDS
FOR MISSION
As you know, the “FORM” in FORM Wealth Advisors is an acronym and the “M”
stands for mission. A mission can be an expedition, task, or undertaking. It can also
include goals, aims, or callings. I believe we all have things we would like to do, places
we would like to see, and time we would like to spend with others or to give back to a
dearly held charity or cause. Whether our goals are written down or just held in our
consciousness, they are there. However, having a list is one thing, actually doing it is
quite another… and really, isn’t that the point?
Let me take you back to a night in early May of this year, about 10 p.m. Becki and I
were just about to call it a day and turn in when my cell phone let out a loud, shrill,
attention-grabbing alert… we were under a Tornado Warning. Immediately after the
warning from the cell phone, my aunt and my mother called to make sure we were
getting ourselves and, more importantly our kids, down into the basement. Becki
and I got to work waking the kids, grabbing some blankets, a radio and flashlight and
headed for the basement. We were also sure to grab our trusted furry friend, Stella,
our full grown yellow lab. Stella was too scared to go down those steps so I had carry
her, but…no worries, we all made it down there and got set up for what we hoped
would be an uneventful 20 to 30-minute wait.
If you’ve met my son, Jackson, you know that he is a very inquisitive little guy. He
loves to ask a lot of questions and his mind is always churning with whatever answers
you give, taking it all in and working it through. He wanted to know about tornadoes
and why we were in the basement. He asked what would happen if the tornado hit
the house and if people sometimes don’t live through the storms. I tried to answer
as many of his questions as I could, being careful to try to keep it light and not scare
either him or my daughter, Lauren, as I could tell she was already frightened. As I was
reassuring Lauren that we were going to be okay, I noticed Jackson pacing back and
forth talking to himself. That is when I overheard Jackson say, “I can’t get stuck down
here. I can’t die tonight. I’ve got mountains to climb!”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 

"Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible" - TONY ROBBI NS

$8,119,995 IN GIVING
by Tyson Ray, CFP®

FORM CLIENT
GIVING

Here are a few of the organizations that have
benefitted from FORM client giving. If your
organization is missing, please let us know.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agape House
Camp Timber-lee Christian Center
Children's World Impact
Greater Cedar Rapids Foundation
House of Hope
Inspiration Ministries
Ronald McDonald House
Safe Families
Samaritan’s Purse
St Jude Children’s Hospital
The Salvation Army
Time is Now to Help
United Way
Various Churches
Various Colleges and Universities

• And many others
Raymond James is not affiliated with and does
not endorse any of the organizations mentioned.
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Recently I was challenged by a good friend to go back and track the total
amount of money that I have given away since I started my career some 20
years ago. His suggestion was to add that as a line item on my net worth
statement to add some perspective. The total was a lot more than I expected
and I was frankly humbled by the amount. The exercise sparked an idea to
calculate how much FORM clients have given away through their accounts
over my 20 years as their advisor.
Over the years we have helped several families set up charitable trusts and have
advised on many different gifting strategies as part of their financial and estate
planning. We have learned that many people think about giving in terms of their
income. When I help them see how to give with the increase of their wealth, it
opens new perspectives and possibilities. As I looked back through client notes,
I enjoyed listing out the large gifts clients have given over the years. I remember
the impact on the recipients of the gift, but also on the clients.
Yet over the years, I have seen people who desire to be more generous but
find it hard to give away more of their income. This caused me to notice that
they never considered giving based off their assets or, more specifically, the
growth of their assets. Realizing this, we developed the overflow strategy.
The overflow strategy was developed for people who want to give more but are not
sure how much they can give. Many people can give away money in retirement,
albeit in small dollar amounts. Ten dollars here, hundred dollars there and so on,
while they are enjoying their retirement year. However, as people age in retirement
they slow down. They start traveling less, driving less and often spending less.
When you reach the point of needing less from your investments, this allows your
investments the opportunity to grow more. The overflow strategy seeks to identify
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 

HOW TO SURVIVE A HOLIDAY
MEAL DISASTER
by Tammie Haveman

TO OUR FORM FAMILY,
I’ve been waiting all year to share this blog post from my
sister, written after our Thanksgiving celebration last year.
I hope you enjoy this peek into my personal life – and I
wish all of us a truly wonderful Thanksgiving this year!
- Tyson

DECEMBER 8, 2016
Twenty years ago, I whipped up my very first Thanksgiving
feast. I secretly wanted to prove to my new man (and his
mother) that I knew my way around a kitchen. And the meal
did not disappoint. But flaunting my culinary skills backfired in
the sense that I have cooked the entire meal every year since.
Several years ago, we started spending Thanksgiving with my
mom, my aunt and her family. And whether it was at my house
or hers, I was in charge of the entire meal. And for good reason.
My mom is a talented lady with many gifts, but cooking isn’t
one of them. Remember, this is the woman who taught all of
us to bring Oreos as a dish to pass. So you can be sure she isn’t
making the Thanksgiving meal. My aunt is one of the smartest
and most generous people you will ever meet. But she doesn’t
cook either. Don’t get me wrong, my mom and aunt are both

amazing hostesses. If you visit either one of these two you will
be well fed. My mom will take you out for dinner and my aunt
will set out a delicious spread purchased at Costco.
I am all for laid back hospitality. But I will admit, I am
particular about my holidays. I go full on traditional for each
celebration with little room for error. I want ham at Easter and
beef at Christmas and a beautiful golden turkey with all the
fixings at Thanksgiving. But in order to achieve this, I have to
cook it myself. This year, my mom and aunt put their heads
together and concocted a brilliant scheme to give me a year
off from my chef duties. I balked at the idea of them cooking –
because I knew who I was dealing with here. But they pleaded
with me to let them handle the meal.
Realizing their happiness was on the line, I relented and
agreed to let them do Thanksgiving their way. I had pretty low
expectations. I figured they’d order a meal from the grocery
store and we would eat dry turkey, especially once the plan
became to pick up the meal on Thursday to re-heat on Friday
to accommodate family schedules.
Even after I learned that my mom had actually ordered the meal
from a truck stop (which she still insists is a restaurant), I decided
to kick back, enjoy the year off and not worry about the meal.
On Thursday, I took my kids to swim at my brother’s cabin
since I didn’t have to cook and we weren’t eating until the next
day anyway.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10 
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MOUNTAINS TO CLIMB
 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Wow! How about that for a little inspiration! While I had
some concerns that he was dealing with fear like that, his last
phrase caught me off guard and I could only smile. Here is an
8-year-old, saying out loud to himself that he’s got things to
do! Immediately I thought that there is a lesson there for all of
us: to be more conscious of what we want to do, to say it out
loud and tell yourself or others that you have goals - things to
accomplish.
As we have written many times over the years, our clients, too,
have many different goals for themselves. Some want to spend
time with family; some desire travel; some have thoughts of
leaving a legacy or know their own mission objectives. My
question is, do you have a list? Do you have things you want to
do or impacts you hope to make with a legacy lasting beyond
your life here? Our goal in working with you is to help you
give that list a life, to give it action. In our experience, creating
your list or naming your goals not only helps you check off
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those items, but it also fills a place in your mind and heart like
no account summary or net worth statement ever will.
To close, I want to say thank you to all the clients that we have
worked with over the last 20 years who we were able to help by
creating their personal list, giving it action and seeing those
actions create true joy and a wonderful peace. For those of
you who have yet to make your list, or who have one but have
yet to make it reality, let’s make that a center point of our next
discussion. We would love to be an advocate for those goals
and whatever mission you feel called to complete. Take it from
Jackson, we all have mountains to climb… the question is,
what’s yours?

GIVING WHILE YOU’RE LIVING
by Tyson Jon Ray, CFP®

At the very old age of 22, I decided to stop living for myself
and made the decision to pursue a deeper understanding of
God. The journey quickly brought me to a crossroads. While
reading daily about God and what God wanted from me, I
found He wanted me to give away what I considered ‘my’
money. It was a funny request since I didn’t have much money
at the time. Paying my own way through college, I had all of
$40 dollars in my checking account.
Seeking the wisdom of some elders who had been faithful
believers longer than I had been alive didn’t help. They told
me since I was in college, I didn’t need to worry about giving.
However, these were the same men who told me to read this
Book and seek to live out what it says. I looked everywhere
in this Book and found no exception for a college kid; I
found no exception for someone who has no money. In fact,
The Book makes a big deal out of a lady who gave the only 2
pennies she had.
So, I decided to go all in and give 10% of what I had in my
checking account at the time. Yep, my first tithe was all of four

dollars, but that decision forever changed my life.
I wrote that check in October of that year and made myself a
promise that whatever job I had after college, I would tithe 10%
of my income. It was simple - just move the decimal point to
the left a digit and write the check. At the time I wrote that first
check, I had NO IDEA what I was going to do for a career.
To my surprise, two months later I was to be hired as a
financial advisor to help advise people on their investments.
I started with a $3,000 a month salary that declined over
6 months to zero, at which point I would be on straight
commission. Graduating from college with $3,000 a month
salary was huge. I felt rich and was very excited to write that
first tithe. However, six months later it was a different story.
20 years ago this November, my manager came into my
office. He liked to personally hand out the pay checks. As
my manager handed me my paycheck for the month he said,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9 
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SANTA CAUSE 2017
FORM Wealth Advisors is happy
to be a sponsor for the Lake
Geneva Santa Cause this year.
“Santa Cause” is a super charity,
which supports existing charities
in Walworth County referred
to as “The Twelve Charities of
Christmas.” From November
24-December 30, the Santa
Cause organization hosts a Tree
Festival and each sponsored
charity creates a themed winter
wonderland by first decorating
a Christmas tree. Next, they
surround their tree with an
abundance of marvelous prizes,
all based on their selected
theme. When visitors attend the
Tree Festival they can purchase
raffle tickets to enter into any
of the Twelve Charities of
Christmas raffle boxes. 100% of
the festival proceeds go directly
to the 12 Charities of Christmas.
The Tree Festival is held in the
Wood Boat Center at Gage
Marina, 1 Liechty Drive, Williams
Bay, WI. More information can
be found at www.santacauses.org

GIVE WISELY AND SAFELY
WHEN TRYING TO HELP
EXCERPTED FROM CONSUMER.FTC.GOV

The past weeks have brought us more disasters and tragedies than our hearts
can bear. Unfortunately, tugging at your heartstrings is a tried-and-true method
scammers use to get to your wallet. When tragedy strikes, they take advantage.
The FTC frequently hears from people about suspicious requests for donations.
A little research will help you avoid a scam and ensure that your gift goes to a
reputable charity that will use the money as you intend.
To avoid charity scams, the Federal Trade Commission suggests you consider these
tips before you give:
• Donate to charities you know and trust with a proven track record. Check out the
charity with the Better Business Bureau's (BBB) Wise Giving Alliance, Charity
Navigator, Charity Watch, or GuideStar.
• Be alert for charities that seem to have sprung up overnight in connection with
current events. Check them out before you send money.
• Search the charity’s name online. Do people say it’s a scam?
• Don’t assume that pleas for help posted on crowdfunding sites or social media are
legitimate. Real victims’ pictures and stories can be misused to con you.
• Don’t click on links or open attachments in emails. You could unknowingly
install malware on your computer or be taken to a look-alike website for a fake
charity. Look up the charity’s web address and type it in yourself.
• When texting to donate, confirm the number on the charity’s website.
• Designate the event or cause you want your funds to be used for, unless you are
okay with the money being used in other ways.
Report scams to FTC.gov/complaint.
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$8,119,995 IN GIVING
 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

this point in your life. We start the strategy by helping you identify the amount of
money you need for yourself and the amount you want to leave to your loved ones.
And then we help you realize that anything over those amounts could be given away.
Let’s assume, through our planning, your current account value generates
enough income for you and leaves enough money to your loved ones. Then
next year, if the account is over last year’s value, the overflow amount could
be given away. Additionally, in years where the markets decline and your
account value is below last year’s value, in those years there is no overflow
and thus no major giving is done. Notice major giving is only when the
account is over last year’s value.
This strategy helps clients who live a conservative lifestyle, who want to be generous
but are unsure on how much they can afford to give away. The overflow strategy
addresses both those issues as it identifies how much of your investments you
need for yourself and annually identifies how much money can be given away.
Over the years I have seen many clients live as if their net worth didn’t really exist and
their living and giving was only in terms of their actual income. By using an overflow
strategy, you might allow yourself to consider giving more away as you consider
giving from everything you have, not just your income. Because often, while you
might be in position to give more, there are always people who need to receive the
benefit of your gift.As I have calculated, as best as I can remember, I am humbled
to share that, so far over the past 20 years, we have helped clients give away over
$8,119,995. I look forward to continuing to add to this number every year and look
forward to helping you enjoy the benefits of giving while you’re living.

TOOTH FAIRY UPDATE
I am proud to announce that the Tooth
Fairy has made multiple trips to the
Kuchenberg house over the last two
weeks. While the Tooth Fairy has tired
wings and Lauren has trouble eating
her favorite sandwich, I am happy to
report both are recovering and doing
well. And while Lauren was excited at
the currency exchange rate for each
tooth, Dad
was surprised
to hear what
a tooth earns
these days.
Inflation isn’t
just for stamps
and gasoline,
my friends…
apparently it
hits us all in
many ways!
FA LL 2017
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FEELING GENEROUS?

CAP OFF YOUR YEAR WITH A TA X-SAVVY GIFT

Supporting the causes and charities you hold dearest may
already be an established part of your financial plan. Or
perhaps you make those decisions in a more organic way –
leaving your heart and wallet open for when an opportunity
grabs your attention. Whatever your attitude toward giving
may be, know there are several strategies that may allow you
to address both charitable and financial goals, and in a taxefficient way. That knowledge could be particularly helpful as
the year-end approaches and you review your financial plan.

GIVE APPRECIATED SECURITIES
If you have appreciated publicly traded stock that was
purchased over a year ago, you are able to donate it to a
charity without incurring capital gains tax – allowing you to
give a greater gift than if you had first sold the securities and
given the cash amount later.

CREATE A DONOR ADVISED FUND (DAF)
With a DAF, you can make contributions to the fund at any
time and claim the tax deductions immediately, while leaving
those assets to grow until you’re ready to distribute them.

DONATE COMPLEX ASSETS
Perhaps you’re a business owner with a concentrated position
in your private company’s stock, or maybe you’re looking
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to divest from some alternative investments or real estate.
Similar to gifting public securities, you can generally gift any
of these assets without incurring capital gains tax.

MAKE A QUALIFIED CHARITABLE DISTRIBUTION
(QCD) FROM AN IRA
If you are age 70 ½ or older, you can make a QCD to a charity
without any tax consequences. This option can also satisfy
your required minimum distribution (RMD) if you aren’t in
need of the income and wish to make a donation, but you
cannot claim a charitable itemized deduction and the total
amount cannot exceed $100,000. Contributions must be sent
directly to a qualified (IRS approved) charitable organization.
The gift cannot be made to a private foundation, donor
advised fund or supporting organization. There are other
limitations, so be sure to talk to a professional first.
However you choose to give, whether by gifting stock or
writing a check, your generosity will no doubt be appreciated
by the lucky recipient. We would be happy to work with you
and your accountant to talk through which of these strategies
can help you achieve your philanthropic and tax-planning
goals, within the context of your greater financial plan.

GIVING WHILE YOU’RE LIVING
 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

“Tyson, looks like you are going to be eating beanies and
weenies.” My net check was $400 for the month. $400 was not
enough to pay my rent, not enough to pay my car payment,
not enough to even pay my minimum credit card payment.
As I sat down to pay bills, I was hit with the reality of my
promise to tithe. “But God, it is not enough,” I thought. I will
never forget writing out that $40 check and choosing to really
believe it is better to give than receive.
Over the years my income has improved and I have been
gladly giving every month since I wrote my first check over 20
years ago.
One of the greatest joys I have in advising clients is helping
them process their decisions when it comes to giving. After
you have taken care of the family, after you have moved into
your last occupation called ‘retirement,’ after you have enjoyed
all the recreation life has to offer, I often find people get very

intentional about giving. They want to make a difference.
They want to leave the world better than they found it. They
want to create some kind of legacy, not for themselves but for
others. When I am able to help clients realize that they have
enough, that they have accomplished all they desired in life
and they can shift to the desire to give money away, I have
succeeded in my role as their financial advisor.
Over the past 20 years I have learned a lot about giving. It
is not necessary to give to some religious cause, nor is it
necessary to give as defined by the IRS for a tax deduction.
Some of the best gifts are neither of those but make a direct
impact on the lives of others - those who can never do
anything to repay you - and the very act of giving becomes
worth more than the dollar amount given.
In the end every penny you have will be given away upon
your death. How much better it is to enjoy giving while
you’re living.

FA LL 2017
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HOW TO SURVIVE A HOLIDAY
MEAL DISASTER
 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

While sipping wine with my sister, I received a text from
my husband, who was back at my aunt’s farm, indicating
something was awry with our meal. Apparently the truck stop
where they’d ordered the food was upset that no one came
to get it at the scheduled time … so they started serving it to
customers. He informed me they were “remaking it” and my
aunt was on her way to pick it up.
I have cooked enough birds in my life to know that no turkey
can be remade in an hour. My sister and I looked at each other in
alarm and all of my laid-back, go with the flow attitude vanished.
We pleaded with him to tell my mom to just cancel the order
… because for the love of all things holy we would surely get
salmonella from this debacle. In a panic, we said we could
shop early in the morning, cook together and have an entire
feast ready to go by the time family arrived. But we were
informed it was too late.
The bar was already about as low as it could get with this
meal. But I will admit, none of us were prepared for what my
aunt brought home: school lunch served in Styrofoam clam
shells … reheated.
My mind couldn’t make sense of what I was looking at. This
meal was a disaster. How were they planning on storing and
reheating … that?? The self-talk started immediately to calm
my screaming brain:
“Tammie … it is just a meal. Lots of people would be grateful
for this meal. You KNOW people who would be grateful for this
meal. There are starving children in Africa. This is not a big
deal. Breathe. Don’t make mom feel bad about this.”
I was convinced that we would all
get sick. But I didn’t want to pile on
my already embarrassed mother. So I
willed myself to say nothing about this
epic culinary failure when I walked in
the door later that night. But I couldn’t
stay silent forever … because I am not
that good of a person.
So the next morning, while sipping
coffee, I looked over at my mom with a
twinkle in my eye and quietly asked if
we could both admit that she flunked out
on the Thanksgiving meal. She exhaled
and started giggling. Then laughing. And
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before long I was laughing. And guess what … the laughter
continued for the rest of the day.
I laughed with my uncles when I showed them what their
sisters had come up with for our meal.
I laughed with my mom and aunt when I realized they literally
had no idea how to even heat all of this food and I had to
take over. We laughed when I had to use a wok to re-heat the
potatoes. I laughed with my cousins when they begged me to
please cook the meal again next year.
I laughed with my kids when my youngest wandered up to me
after the meal, bewildered and asking when we were going to
eat from the “big turkey.”
We laughed at the milieu: the cat that darted in the house with
a dead mouse in its mouth, grandpa snoring on the couch,
the hamster rolling around in a ball, a dog running through
the room, kids screeching, and one large extended family
genuinely enjoying the whole experience.
The entire mood was light and festive and we had an amazing
time together. At the end of the day, the food didn’t matter
one whit. But being with family did. And our National
Lampoon-worthy gathering wound up being one of the best
Thanksgivings our family has ever had.
We can dress up our holidays and celebrations every which
way … and there is nothing wrong with doing so. But we
should never get so wrapped up in the externals that we miss
this critical truth: at the core of every celebration, what really
matters is the people you are spending time with.

A TRADITIONAL THANKSGIVING FEAST
by Judy Moser

Like Tyson’s sister, Tammie, I need to have my family favorites at the holidays – especially Thanksgiving. My Bohemian
grandmother was a fantastic cook and I was fortunate to be able to train at her side. Cooking was her joy and feeding people was her
delight. Here are a couple of recipes that are a MUST at our house to this day…

SAUSAGE & HERB STUFFING
Ingredients
8 cups store bought stuffing cubes
(unseasoned)
1 stick unsalted butter
2 cups onion, diced
1 cup celery, diced
3 cloves of garlic, minced
2 tablespoons chopped flat-leaf parsley
1 tablespoon kosher salt
1 tablespoon caraway seeds
1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 pound pork sausage with sage
2 eggs, slightly beaten
2 1/2 cups chicken broth

How to Make It
Place stuffing cubes in a large
bowl. Melt the butter in a large sauté
pan. Add the onions, celery, and garlic.
Sauté over medium heat for 10 minutes,
until the vegetables are softened. Stir in the
parsley, salt and caraway. Add to the bread cubes. In the same sauté pan,
cook the sausage over medium heat for about 10 minutes, until browned
and cooked through, breaking up the sausage while cooking. Add sausage
to the bread cubes and vegetables. Blend the broth and the eggs. Add to
the stuffing mixture, mix well until bread cubes soften and are moist. I stuff
my turkey with the mixture and roast with the bird (fills about a 14 pound
bird). If you prefer your stuffing baked in a casserole, you can turn the
mixture into a buttered 9x13” baking dish. Bake at 350°F, covered, for 30
minutes; remove cover and bake another 20-30 minutes.

LEMON POPPY SEED POUND CAKE
Cake Ingredients
2 cups sugar
1 cup butter, softened
1/4 cup poppy seeds
1 cup buttermilk
4 large eggs
4 teaspoons freshly grated lemon zest
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
3 cups all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
Glaze:
1 cup powdered sugar
1 to 2 tablespoons lemon juice

How to Make It
1. Heat oven to 325°F. Grease and flour 12-cup bundt pan; set aside.
2. Combine sugar and butter in bowl. Beat until creamy. Add poppy
seeds, buttermilk, eggs, lemon zest and vanilla. Beat until well mixed.
Add remaining cake ingredients. Beat at low speed, scraping bowl
often, just until moistened.
3. Pour batter into prepared pan.
Bake 55-65 minutes or until
toothpick inserted in center
comes out clean. Cool 10
minutes; remove from pan. Cool
completely.
4. Stir together powdered sugar
and enough lemon juice in bowl
for desired glazing consistency;
drizzle over cooled cake.
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FORM FAMILY
FALL 2017

AUSTIN RAY, 12
CARSO N RAY, 9

NELSON RAY, 14

JACKSON KUCHENBERG, 8

LAUREN KUCH ENBERG, 6

It’s back to school and fall activities – busy times for all!

FORM MISSION

FROM THE EDITOR

FORM Wealth Advisors seeks to be a family’s sole financial
advisor. Working with only a select number of clients, we
consult by knowing your Family, Occupation, Recreation,
and Mission. Then we focus on risk management.

Enjoying the newsletter? Anything you’d like to see
in future editions? We’d love to hear from you.
Email us at FORM@formwealth.com
– Judy Moser, Editor

431 Geneva Ave. South | Lake Geneva, WI 53147 | (262) 686-3005 | www.formwealth.com
Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. FORM Wealth is not a registered broker/dealer and is
independent of Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. Investment advisory services offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc.
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP® and CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ in the U.S.,
which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board's initial and ongoing certification requirements.
Any opinions are those of Tyson Ray or Luke Kuchenberg and not necessarily those of RJFS or Raymond James. Expressions of opinion are as of this date and are subject to change without notice.
The information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing material is accurate or complete. Any information is not a complete summary or
statement of all available data necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute a recommendation. There is no guarantee that any statements, opinions or forecasts
provided herein will prove to be correct. Cover photo courtesy of Matt Mason Photography.
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